Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs
Preface to the First Edition:
Underlying our approach to this subject is our conviction that "computer science" is not a science and that its significance has little to do with computers. The computer revolution is a revolution in the way we think and in the way we express what we think. The essence of this change is the emergence of what might best be called procedural epistemology -the study of the structure of knowledge from an imperative point of view, as opposed to the more declarative point of view taken by classical mathematical subjects. Mathematics provides a framework for dealing precisely with notions of "what is." Computation provides a framework for dealing precisely with notions of "how to." Lee, Berkeley 5 
Preface to the Second Edition:
This edition emphasizes several new themes. The most important of these is the central role played by different approaches to dealing with time in computational models: objects with state, concurrent programming, functional programming, lazy evaluation, and nondeterministic programming. We have included new sections on concurrency and nondeterminism, and we have tried to integrate this theme throughout the book. Lee, Berkeley 6 Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs Computational algorithms are used to communicate precisely some of the methods used in the analysis of dynamical phenomena. … Computation requires us to be precise about the representation of mechanical and geometric notions as computational objects and permits us to represent explicitly the algorithms for manipulating these objects. This book presents classical mechanics from an unusual perspective. … It uses functional mathematical notation that allows precise understanding of fundamental properties of classical mechanics. It uses computation to constrain notation, to capture and formalize methods, for simulation, and for symbolic analysis. Lee, Berkeley 8 Structure and Interpretation of Classical Mechanics
Computing Actions
The Lagrangian for a free particle moving in three dimensions:
As a procedure:
(define ((L-free-particle mass) local) (let ((v (velocity local))) (* 1/2 mass (dot-product v v)))) Lee, Berkeley 9
Structure and Interpretation of Signals and Systems
Preface -Approach
This book is about mathematical modeling and analysis of signals and systems, applications of these methods, and the connection between mathematical models and computational realizations. We develop three themes. The first theme is the use of sets and functions as a universal language to describe diverse signals and systems.
The second theme is that complex systems are constructed by connecting simpler subsystems in standard wayscascade, parallel, and feedback. Our third theme is to relate the declarative view (mathematical, "what is") with the imperative view (procedural, "how to"). 
